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Meeting – March 24, 2021
Zoom Meeting 7 p.m.
Join the Meeting - copy this into your web browser:
https://us04web.zoom.us/j/73641297319?pwd=ak9Ub1FSWCtXWE9sRS9SUzFKazIyQT09
Agenda for the meeting 7 p.m. visit and log in for 5 minutes:
Agenda:
Introduction of Attendees - Each Person
Minutes From Last Meeting - Ron
Discussion:
Auction - Gary & Anna Risley
Facebook - Ron Cone
Program:
Letter: C &/or R- Each person presents something starting with one or both letters.
If you need help logging in, you could call Ron at 509-431-3347 or Bill at 509-466-5315.
Minutes from February 24th meeting:
Attendees: Bill Ailes, Jr.; Ron Cone; Lawrence Clay; Joe Voice; Gary Risley;
Shirley Canfield; Steve Recher; Jim Paglieri; Steve Bohein
Margaret Dunn was not available - Ron reported that club was in good financial
condition.
Information: All members are either getting email or hard copy of newsletter
Gary and Anna Risley volunteered to put together an auction. Facebook account
was discussed . Ron to look into it.
Program: Ron did a short Maximum Cards presentation. Meeting was list in the middle
and he reduced the presentation.
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Post Offices with St. Patrick’s Day Names
Interested customers can write to these Post Offices for postmarks to keep or to share with
friends. Enclose a stamped, addressed card or letter in another envelope or box labeled “St.
Patrick’s re-mailing” and address it to the postmaster of one of the towns listed below.
Please allow enough time for postmarking, re-mailing, and delivery.
Clover, SC 29710
Clover, VA 24534
Erin, NY 14838
Erin, TN 37061
Green, KS 67447
Green, OH 44232
Ireland, IN 47545
Ireland, WV 26376
Limerick, ME 04048
Saint Patrick, MO 63466
Shamrock, OK 74068
Shamrock, TX 79079
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Gehring Mail Distributing Machine
The five-operator Gehring Mail Distributing
Machine, also called a “multiple
distributor,” was tested at the Washington,
D.C., Post Office in 1922 and 1923.
A single-keyboard model had been tested in
Chicago for about a year beginning in 1918.
Despite satisfactory results – the
“mechanical marvel” reportedly doubled
mail distributing speed – no further use was
documented.

WEBSITE PROGRAMS

2021 Year
March “Some Postal History Items Related to WWII” By Jerry Johnson
February Meeting “Maximum Cards” - By Ron Cone
February “The Varney Airgram” - By Joe Voice
January “Columbian Exposition Issue of 1893" - By Bill Gustafson

2020 Year
December “United Nations” - By Ron Cone
November “The Varney Airgram” - By Joe Voice
October “A San Francisco Earthquake Postal History Item” - By Jerry Johnson
September “What Do You Find When You Collect Stamps” - By Ron Cone
August “PNC or Plate Number Coils” - By Bill Gustafson
July Greenland Stamps “From Pole to Pole” - By Joe Voice
May program “Why do you collect Finland”. - By Mike Monahan
April program “A Unique Story: Both Military and Philatelic. - By Joe Voice

Looking for more programs!
Upcoming programs:
Flags of the Fifty States
History Through Stamps FDC
Official Birds & Flowers
San Francisco Earthquake Postal History
Trans-Mississippi
This looks great!! We have programs that could last for months.
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History
It has been suggested that John Bourke, Receiver General of Stamp Dues in Ireland, was the first
collector. In 1774 he assembled a book of the existing embossed revenue stamps, ranging in
value from 6 pounds to half a penny, as well as the hand stamped charge marks that were used
with them. His collection is preserved in the Royal Irish Academy, Dublin.
Postage stamp collecting began at the same time that stamps were first issued, and by 1860
thousands of collectors and stamp dealers were appearing around the world as this new study
and hobby spread across Europe, European colonies, the United States and other parts of the
world.
The first postage stamp, the Penny Black, was issued by Britain in May 1840 and pictured a
young Queen Victoria. It was produced without perforations (imperforate) and consequently had
to be cut from the sheet with scissors in order to be used. While unused examples of the Penny
Black are quite scarce, used examples are quite common, and may be purchased for $20 to $200,
depending upon condition.
People started to collect stamps almost immediately. One of the earliest and most notable was
John Edward Gray. In 1862, Gray stated that he "began to collect postage stamps shortly after
the system was established and before it had become a rage".
Women stamp collectors date from the earliest days of postage stamp collecting. One of the
earliest was Adelaide Lucy Fenton who wrote articles in the 1860s for the journal The Philatelist
under the name Herbert Camoens.
As the hobby and study of stamps began to grow, stamp albums and stamp related literature
began to surface, and by the early 1880s publishers like Stanley Gibbons made a business out of
this advent.
Children and teenagers were early collectors of stamps in the 1860s and 1870s. Many adults
dismissed it as a childish pursuit but later many of those same collectors, as adults, began to
systematically study the available postage stamps and publish books about them. Some stamps,
such as the triangular issues of the Cape of Good Hope, have become legendary.
Stamp collecting is a less popular hobby in the early 21st century than it was a hundred years
ago. In 2013, The Wall Street Journal estimated the global number of stamp collectors was
around 60 million. Tens of thousands of stamp dealers supply them with stamps along with
stamp albums, catalogues and other publications. There are also thousands of stamp (philatelic)
clubs and organizations that provide them with the history and other aspects of stamps. Today,
though the number of collectors is somewhat less, stamp collecting is still one of the world's
most popular indoor hobbies.
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Stamp Collecting For Beginners
Magnifying glass: Most collectors like to look closely at their stamps, but don’t be tempted to
go for anything more than x10 magnification (available for around £20) or you won’t be able to
see your stamp’s design in context.
Perforation guide: A perforation gauge is useful to help you measure the number of
perforations in a defined space, which may be the only difference between two stamps which are
otherwise identical. The Gibbons Instanta can measure perforations to within a decimal point
and is the most popular gauge used by collectors and dealers.
Watermark detector fluid: There’s no need to buy an expensive electronic device, good
old-fashioned 'watermark fluid' and a watermark tray (which usually cost less than £10) will
quickly help your watermark to be become visible.
Stamp albums: Opting for a loose-leaf book or ring binder will be sufficient to store your
stamps until you’ve built up a collection that warrants an investment in more expensive albums.
These are affordable (usually less than £5) and allow you to rearrange your collection easily, if
required.
Color guide: A useful tool to have if you want to tell the difference between stamps which are
similar in appearance, but slightly different in shade - which can have a big influence on its
overall worth.
Hinges: The small gummed strip that’s used to fix a stamp to the page of an album is called a
hinge. You’ll need some of these to arrange your stamps neatly.
An atlas or map: If you decide to collect stamps which are from a specific country, you’ll need
one of these if you want to know where it is in the world - or you could use the internet if that’s
easier.
A stamp identification book: Specialist reference books and stamp catalogues will help you to
identify each stamp and tell you more about their background, such as how it was printed and
the date of issue.
Gibbons publish the most used catalogue in the UK, with Yvert and Tellier doing likewise in
France and Michel in Germany.
Collectors of stamps from the United States will need to use the Scott Specialized Catalogue.
Well-stocked major libraries usually have a wide range of philatelic books that you can access or
borrow.
More to Follow Next Month
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SOMETHING FROM ONE
OF RON’S BOX BUYS
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